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1. Introduction

This paper presents a study of MIT undergraduate students’ notions of control as em-

bodied in the task of designing autonomous robots that perform in a competitive event.

These robots were built by students who participated in the LEGO Robot Design

Competition, a hands-on, workshop-like course that takes place every January at MIT.1

In the course, students are given a kit of parts with which to build their robots. The

kits include a custom microprocessor board for control of the robot, LEGO TECHNIC

gears, beams, axles, and bricks for the structural work, and assorted electronic compo-

nents for building sensors and other related parts. In addition to this specially-designed

robot-building kit, students are given the specifications for a competitive task to be per-

formed by their robot. The job of the students, then, is to learn how to use the materials

in their kits through the process of designing, constructing, and debugging a robot of their
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own conception. At the end of the four-week course, the students’ robots compete in a

public event which draws an audience of several hundred people, including MIT stu-

dents and faculty, local parents and their children—who all become excited robotic en-

thusiasts for the event.

The pedagogy of the Robot Design project is based on the educational theory of con-

structionism espoused by Seymour Papert (Papert, 1986). According to constructionist

learning theory, people learn most effectively when they are involved in the creation of

an external artifact in the world. This artifact becomes an “object to think with,” which

is used by the learner to explore and embody ideas related to the topic of inquiry.

For the purposes of the Robot Design project, constructionism is reflected in the cen-

trality of the students’ robot-design task. The entire course revolves around this chal-

lenge. Traditional academic mechanisms of lectures and recitation are used, but are sub-

ordinated to the practical work of getting the robots built and debugged. The most

valuable interventions made by the course organizers on behalf of its students occur not

in the classroom, but in the ever-present laboratory sessions. Additionally, students use

each other as resources (they work in small teams).

This paper has three sections. The first section presents a case study of a pair of

students who formed a team to build robots for two consecutive years of the Robot

Design class. These students believed that control could best be achieved by having the

robot keep track of its global position on the playing field at all times. Even in the face

of failure, these two students held their views with conviction; only after repeated

problems did one of them revise his beliefs.

The second section presents an overview of the task of designing a control system for
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a contest robot, and the sort of ideas that students generate when devising their own

solutions. This section presents a composite set of results from a number of different

students’ work; this composite portrait is representative of the sorts of issues encoun-

tered by most of the students in the classes.

The methodologies chosen by the student robot designers in this study are in many

ways a product of the curriculum of the modern engineering university. The final section

analyzes the content of this curriculum, suggesting possible explanations for students’

choices and why their intuitions about control were often misleading. In doing so, I point

toward a direction for revising the curriculum to encompass a broader range of ideas

about systems and control—one that would be more effective in preparing students for

demands of modern technological systems.

2. Case Study: Positioning as a Control Principle

In this section, I present an in-depth case study of one particular team of students. This

case study serves both to introduce the Robot Design project, and to illustrate the strong

personal convictions brought to the project by the particular students in question. Even

after their approach proved unsuccessful, these two students remained quite attached to

their ideas about what type of control system would be best for operating their

robot—an indication of the strength of their beliefs. In the subsequent section, I will

examine ways that students negotiate issues of control in a broader sense.

The students, whom I will call “Stan” and “Dave,” participated in robot-building

teams for two consecutive years of the contest (1990 and 1991). While all members of

the team collaborated on the implementation of each robot, Stan and Dave’s strategic

ideas dominated the designs. (Their team had other members as well during each of the
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two years.)

Stan was a master LEGO Technic builder, having been a avid fan and collector of the

materials since his childhood and through his teenage years. His ability to design with

the materials was quite impressive in both artistic and functional senses. He also was

driven to create spectacular and elaborate designs that would have great audience ap-

peal.

Dave, on the other hand, was an accomplished computer programmer, who reveled

in building sophisticated and elegant computer programs. Both Stan and Dave were

pleased to defer to each other’s strengths during implementation of their ideas, but col-

laborated during the conceptual design stages.

In the first of these contests, entitled Robo-Pong, the goal was to transport ping-pong

balls onto the other robot’s side of the table. Stan and Dave chose to build a shooter

robot. The task of building an effective shooting mechanism was a genuine challenge even

for the experienced LEGO designer; there were a number of teams who gave up on

building shooting robots after being unsuccessful in developing working firing

mechanisms. Stan was undaunted and built a firing mechanism that was far better than

any of the others, shooting the balls further and recocking quicker.

But the ball firing mechanism is only half of a shooter robot; the other half is a mech-

anism to feed the balls into the barrel of the shooter. For this Stan ended up adopting a

mechanism that was suggested to him by another team developing a shooter robot (he

obtained their permission before developing his own version of their idea). The result

was a robot that was quite competent at scooping up and firing balls—or so it seemed,

when they operated the robot under direct human control.

When Stan and Dave approached the control problem, they made the assessment
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that the feedback control methods we were proposing for overall robot guidance were

too error-prone and ambiguous. According to them, robots that used local feedback from

the environment were inclined to wander and make missteps on their way to the feed-

back goal. Stan and Dave didn’t trust local feedback as the most effective or reliable

way to accomplish the task.

Instead, their approach was based on two unusual sensor applications. The first

was a method to ascertain the robot’s initial orientation on the playing table (Robo-Pong

used a randomized angle of initial robot orientation). The second was a mechanism that

was intended to keep track of the robot’s position on the playing table in terms of a

displacement from its initial position. Thus, by knowing the initial orientation and by

recording all changes from it, they expected their robot to be able to navigate about the

table at will, knowing its exact location at all times. Surely, they believed, this would be

a more effective approach than relying on erratic data sampled as the robot wandered

about the playing surface.

The primary sensor provided in the Robo-Pong robot-building kit for detecting incli-

nation was the mercury switch. However, the kit included an alternate inclination sen-

sor, which we had not tested but could potentially operate more effectively than the

mercury switches. The device was a small metal can, larger than a pencil eraser but

smaller than a thimble, which contained a tiny metal ball. The can’s base was flat and

four wires protruded down from it. Inside the can, the four wires terminated in distinct

contact areas. In operation, the ball rolled around inside the can and created an electri-

cal contact between the inner wall of the can and one (or two) of the four contact areas.

We did not rely on the metal can sensor as the primary inclination-sensing device

because we were unsure of how pronounced a contact bounce problem due to vibration
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would be. Because the sensor was quite cheap, though, we decided to provide them

anyway, buying enough to give two to each Robo-Pong team in addition to four mercury

switches. We left the testing and evaluation of the device to the participants.

It turned out that the bounce problem with the metal can was indeed troublesome

compared to the mercury sensors, so most participants used the mercury switches. Stan

and Dave, however, thought of an unusual use for the metal can sensors. Because the

robots were to start the contest on the inclined surface, robots could use inclination sen-

sors to determine their initial angle of approach up the slant of the incline. The bounce

problem would be eliminated since the robot would be at rest at the start of the round.

Because the initial orientation was specified in thirty degree increments, there were in

principle twelve discrete initial orientations. Stan and Dave realized that by using three

metal can sensors (each of which gave an inclination reading accurate to one of four

quadrants), rotated by thirty degrees with respect to one another, their robot could pre-

cisely determine its initial orientation. This precision would be necessary to combine with

the other component of their strategy, a movement controller.

The movement controller was a method to enable the robot to keep precise track of

its position as it navigated across the playing surface (finding its way from the starting

position to the trough, for example). For this, Stan and Dave employed shaft encoders, a

sensor technology for measuring the angular rotation of a shaft.

Shaft encoders are typically employed in mechanical devices in which angular travel

or displacement is confined within limits and hence can be repeatably measured. For ex-

ample, a shaft encoder on a joint of a revolute robot arm (an arm with elbow-like joints)

can measure the angle of the arm. Usually such encoders are used in conjunction with

limit switches; to calibrate the joint for sensing, the controller will drive the joint until it
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triggers the limit switch, thereby determining the zero position of the joint. All subse-

quent readings are then made with respect to the zero position, which can be reliably re-

established at a later time.

For mobile applications, shaft encoders have questionable value in determining posi-

tion, because of the problem of a vehicle’s wheels slipping with respect to the surface on

which it is moving.  This slippage causes errors in estimations of where the vehicle has

moved on the surface. In mobile applications, shaft encoders are best suited for velocity

and approximate distance measures; the speedometer/odometer of an automobile is an

example of this usage.

Stan and Dave were cognizant of the slippage problem, but believed they had a

workaround solution that would yield acceptable results. Rather than attaching the

shaft encoders to the drive wheels, which they did realize would be quite prone to slip-

page, they added free-spinning trailer wheels that would rotate when dragged along the

driving surface by the robot’s movement from the drive mechanism. They attached the

shaft encoders to the trailer wheels, which presumably were much less prone to slippage

than the drive wheels.

Stan described the plan to me during early stages of his implementation. I argued

with him that the approach was dubious; mobile robotics researchers had built various

robots that attempted to perform global positioning based on shaft encoding, and they

all had shortcomings that forced the robots to frequently recalibrate their estimates of

position based on local environmental references. He was undeterred. Since I did not

perceive my role as preventing him from exploring an idea that he was interested in, and

there was no harm in his trying it, I backed off.

Stan and Dave proceeded with the concept; Dave performed much of the program-
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ming. At various points during the development of the robot they were able to make re-

markable demonstrations of the robot’s ability to respond to control commands and

measure and correct for its motion. The robot could drive to specific commanded posi-

tions; or, if the robot were dragged along a table to a position eight or ten inches away

and then released, the position controller would drive the robot back to within an inch of

its original position. Of course this only worked when the robot was dragged with con-

siderable downward pressure so that the trailer wheels tracked the movement (i.e., they

did not slip). I tried to argue with Stan that as impressive as this demonstration was,

the approach was still futile because displacements in game play would be of the sort

that would cause slippage. I think at this point Stan was so pleased with his apparent

success that he was not listening to me.

The robot’s overall strategy was to drive down into the bottom of its side of the

table and sweep back and forth along the trough, firing balls over to the opponent’s side.

If the robot’s initial orientation were such that it was aimed upward, it would drive for-

ward to knock one of the three top balls over the edge, as an “insurance” measure, be-

fore retreating into its main activity in the trough.

During the testing, Stan and Dave maintained confidence in their design. Indeed, the

robot seemed to largely work; often it would only require minor hand-administered

nudges during practice rounds to be successful. In the actual contest, however, the design

failed badly. The slightest deviation from ideal circumstances caused the robot to fail

without possibility for recovery. In ignoring feedback from the specific features of the

playing field, the robot really had no hope if any number of things were to go wrong: a

slight miscalculation as to the amount of rotation needed to orient properly, a bump

from the opponent robot, or a even an irregularity in the surface of the playing field. Stan
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and Dave had fooled themselves during the robot testing—when the safety net of their

prodding corrections was gone, the robot could not reliably perform the sequence of

steps needed to work, and it was a competitive failure.

Stan and Dave teamed up again to design a robot for the subsequent Robo-Cup con-

test. In his first written report for that project, Stan reflected on his experiences in

building the Robo-Pong robot:2

Lessons Learned. Last year we spent a lot of time and resources on non-essen-

tials. Our mechanical design was not stabilized until the night before the second

contest. The majority of the time spent on software was in building a sophisti-

cated object-oriented system. Our strategy was stable early enough, but it relied

too heavily on unproven sensors and the accuracy of shaft encoders. This year

we are focusing our energy on creating a robot that works well, even if we don’t

have time to make it look good.

Design Goals. In the past, robots have often failed because one particular sensor

is critical and the software doesn’t handle exceptions and breakdowns very well.

Our goal is to build a robot that can check for errors and compensate before the

errors escalate. Reliability and robustness are the targets for our project. Given

enough time for testing, most unexpected conditions can be accounted for.

It seemed as if Stan had learned his lesson. Yet, remarkably, Stan and Dave pro-

ceeded to repeat exactly the same mistakes in their Robo-Cup robot design.

While Dave did not attempt to build as sophisticated a global positioning system,

Stan and Dave did again employ shaft encoders as the primary sensor for their Robo-

Cup design. In Robo-Cup, the contest task involved driving from the starting position to a
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ball dispenser, actuating the ball dispenser’s control button (causing balls to drop from

above), and delivering the balls to a soccer-like goal. Not surprisingly, Stan and Dave

chose to shoot the balls in, reducing their robot’s task to the job of successfully moving

from the starting position to a location beneath the ball dispenser, from where balls

could be shot directly into the goal area.

Stan and Dave’s insistence on using the shaft encoders to guide their robot’s move-

ment from the starting position to the ball dispenser caused them to ignore an obvious

alternative solution: a reflectivity coding on the playing surface which could have been

used to indicate to the robot the position of the ball dispenser.  They claimed that their

robot moved too fast to be able to stop in time after detecting this feature.

In this year, one of their troubles was gone: rather than robots being subject to a ran-

dom orientation at the start of the contest, they could be placed within the designated

starting circle at any orientation by the robot’s own designers. Knowing that an exact

measure of initial position was critical to his robot’s success, Stan requested permission

to allow the use of a template that he could employ to help position his robot repeatably

at the same location! We consented.

Their robot’s performance in the actual contest was disappointing. Stan and Dave

were not able to tune the performance of the shaft encoders to be consistent. The night of

the contest, the robot would stop its journey to the ball dispenser just about an inch

short of the desired position, lock itself to the wall, and proceed to fire balls that would

miss their target for the rest of the round. The location at which it would anchor itself

was just at the threshold of being able to trigger the ball dispenser at all; in one round it

was not even able to do so, and spent the bulk of the round in futile attempts to strike

the panel that would dispense the balls.
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There is a short coda to this story. Beginning with the earlier Robo-Puck contest, we

ran rematch competitions at the Boston Computer Museum each year, taking place sev-

eral months after the date of the MIT contest. Stan rebuilt his robot from the ground up

for the Robo-Cup rematch, this time using a strategy based on feedback from the playing

field features rather than from shaft encoders. His efforts were rewarded: though Stan’s

robot didn’t win the overall competition, it did win one round—Stan’s first competitive

victory in two years of robot-building. In rebuilding his robot with the design principle of

reacting directly with environmental features, Stan achieved success.

2 Robotic Control

The data for the issues discussed in this section is taken primarily from the students’

work in the Robo-Pong contest, which took place in 1991, and the Robo-Cup contest,

which took place in 1992. As mentioned, the task in the Robo-Pong contest was to

transport ping-pong balls onto the other robot’s side of a rectangular playing field. The

field was inclined so that once balls were pushed over a center plateau, they would roll

onto the opponent’s side.

In the Robo-Cup contest, robots were required to draw balls from a vertically-

mounted ball dispenser, and then transport the balls into a soccer-like goal. The goal

was divided horizontally into two halves; a ball delivered into the upper half of a goal

would score three points, while a ball delivered into the lower half would score two

points. (This point differential was created to encourage the design of robots that placed

or fired balls into the upper portion of the goal, rather than rolling them into the lower

portion.)
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2.1. The Omniscient Robot Fallacy

Students’ beliefs in how a robotic system should be understood and controlled were re-

vealed by their approach to the central task of developing their robot’s strategy.

Some students approach the design of the robot strategy from what might be called

an egocentric perspective, as if they were thinking, “what would I do if I were the robot.”

These students imagine themselves at the helm of their robot, driving it around the table

and performing tasks. This approach leads to ideas like the ones in the following narra-

tive:

Our strategy at present seems fairly well developed. First, [our robot] will im-

mediately locate the other robot, roll over to it while lowering the forklift, and try

to flip the other robot over. If it can knock it over, or even over the playing field

wall, [our] robot has essentially won, as it can now freely place balls in the goal

without interference. If this attempt fails after ten seconds or so, our robot will

disengage, roll over to the ball dispenser, park, and get balls and shoot them at

our goal with a cannon mechanism. Should the cannon prove unreliable, we may

have to collect balls and deliver them manually, but having a cannon would be

much more nifty, and would avoid a lot of line- or wall-following difficulty.

It is apparent in this discussion that the student has not thought through, at a mech-

anistic level, the questions of how the robot might actually perform these tasks; he is

imagining that it is simply a question of navigation as one might drive a car. These stu-

dents use their human senses and mental faculties for thinking about the robot control

problem. The difficulty arises because robot sensors are extremely primitive, and robots

don’t have a bird’s-eye view of their situation.
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Many students initially generated such fantastic ideas about what sorts of activities

their robot might be able to perform. Here is another student’s ideas about how to solve

a contest:

I played around with a structure that was to be the “Goal Emulation Unit,”

which was an idea of mine. We had decided it would be a neat strategy to have

something on our robot that looked like a goal, so that it could stand in front of

the opponent’s goal, and hopefully the opponent would place its balls into our

robot’s unit… We had decided in the beginning that we wanted a fast robot. I

thought it might be neat to chase after our opponent as soon as the round started

and either steal his ball (assuming that it goes to the dispenser first) by pushing

him out of the way, or having some sort of long arm that reached above the other

robot to get the ball.

Written at the end of the second week of the project, this and the previous scenario

is representative of students who have difficulty imagining what sort of information the

robot will be working with, and hence what sort of strategies or algorithms will yield

realistic performance results.

Quite a large number of students initially generated ideas like these. If an idea re-

quired a complex mechanical structure, such as the “Goal Emulation Unit” described in

the previous passage, students discarded their ideas as soon as they were unable to

build the mechanisms required to accomplish them (which was typically early in the

project). If the complexity resided in the software design, however, many students

continued to imagine their robot to be capable, in principle, of very sophisticated behav-

iors—until they attempted to implement those behaviors in actual code. For example, in
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the following comment, a student believed his robot to be all but completed, even though

he has not begun to write its control program:

As my team’s robot stands now, it is 99% near completion. Only a few structural

changes (might) have to be made and one or two sensors have to be attached;

otherwise all that is left to do is program the baby.

Evidently, this student is not including the programming task in his estimate of the

robot’s percentage of completion. This attitude is typical; not only do students consis-

tently underestimate the time-consuming nature of the programming task, but until they

attempt the programming task, they don’t realize what sort of robot behaviors are fea-

sible to implement.

Other students more readily acknowledge the unknown nature of the programming

task. Most fall back on previously learned approaches for dealing with complexity, as

this student explains:

In addition to assembling part of the robot base, I have been working with

Interactive C, writing some code but mostly pseudocode, and relying heavily on

abstraction and wishful thinking.

This student has not gotten into the hard work of getting his robot to perform real

behaviors with but one week before the contest. While the design techniques of abstrac-

tion and the use of pseudocode are often quite valuable, this student and the many oth-

ers like him use these techniques in the place of experimentation. This leads them into

trouble because they assume that their approaches will work, when often the problems

of robot programming are of a different nature than the programming they are used to.
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Their abstractions then become a hindrance when they try to get the robot to actually

perform a task.

Other students were more cognizant of the practicalities of the issue, realizing from

the start that they need to get a firm grasp on their robot’s potential capabilities. After

describing a number of different strategic possibilities, one student wrote this statement

after the first week of work:

However, [my teammates] and I realize that the only way to find out what strat-

egy works best is to build hardware that is robust and is powerful enough to

implement a lot of different strategies and then implement the actual strategies in

software. Our immediate goal is to construct powerful hardware both electrical

and mechanical and then write the software to control it and implement the dif-

ferent strategies.

This experimental approach to developing a robot’s program is initially favored by

fewer of the students, though all of the students in the project overcome their expecta-

tions that their robots will perform “omniscient” acts.

2.2. Understanding Sensing

Few participants in the class have had prior experience working with electronic sensors.

When they are first introduced to sensors, either through the lecture-style presentation,

or in the course notes, many students expect that sensors will provide clear and unam-

biguous information about the world. As one student explained:

We plan to build the sensors and motors first, so that I can start playing with the
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control software and writing subroutines so that we can abstract away the

working of the sensors as much as possible.

This student speaks for many when he proposes the use of modular abstraction to

deliver clean information about the robot’s state to some higher level control program.

However, there are many reasons why sensors don’t work as straightforwardly as the

students would like, including problems with noise and other failure modes. Students

are then surprised when they attempt to program a functional behavior into their robots.

As one explains:

I decided to write the wall-following function which was the example in the text.

It turned out to be much more difficult than the text had led me to believe. First

of all, I needed to figure out how much power went to the inside motor in a turn.

This took more than a few hours to finally debug and figure out what kind of

radius each power differential would give. Another thing I had to figure out was

the thresholding and logic statements needed for two sensors, one at the front

and one at the back. This thresholding problem took me more than a while to

figure out, and in the process, I found errors in my logic statements… This

method has not proved anything, because in its first incarnation, the robot was

low on batteries… [the] present program hasn’t been tested yet, because… we

took the robot apart to strengthen each subsection, as in the wheel assemblies,

and the subframe to connect them.

In the end, this student has concluded that the results of his tests were moot, since

the robot had a low battery level when the tests were being done. Even though he didn’t

solve the particular problem at hand, though, it is clear from his narrative that he
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learned a great deal about the nature of the problem situation.

Here is another account of sensor troubles written by a participant who began sys-

tematic sensor experiments before the “crunch time” of the end of the project (and hence

had time to write about it):

The sensors have plagued me with problems from the start. The photoresistor

sensors work great and I think that we can rely on them for the polarized light

sensors. However, I think that the polarized light filters are not very reliable in

tests that we have been using. It seems that the photoresistor in the polarized

light sensor can’t tell the difference between facing the opposite goal and being

far away from its own goal. I think the problem lies in ambient light reaching the

photoresistor. I think the only way to solve this problem is better shielding, but I

think that the ambient light problem is unsolvable unless the contest is [held] in a

pitch black room.

The reflector sensors seem to work all right, but when we try to shield them from

ambient light, we get random reflectance and therefore detection when we aren’t

supposed to. The problem seems to be solved when we place the sensor inside

my sweater which is very “bumpy” and keeps light from randomly reflecting off

of things. We are going to try to fix this problem this week because our strategy

really depends on them.

These two cases are unusual only in that the respective work took place early in the

course of the design project. They are quite typical, however, of what nearly all of the

students encounter when they engage in the actual programming task. Students then dis-

cover all sorts of interrelations and complexities that arise, aside from implementation
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issues, that make it difficult to abstract sensor data into clean information upon which

control strategies can be based. They realize that sensor data are erratic; that there are

dependencies on hard-to-quantify properties of the mechanical system; and that the ul-

timate reliability of the sensor data depends on how one solves the control problem. For

example, here a student finds the solution to achieving a good edge-following behavior

lies in accomplishing several changes:

When we first tested the robot’s ability to detect a green/white boundary, the

robot had difficulties. After some software changes (by [my partner]) and me-

chanical changes by me of placing the sensors even closer to the ground and also

placing shields around the sensors, we have no problems detecting the boundary.

When building their control algorithms, students had a tendency to establish hard-

coded thresholds for interpreting the meaning of sensor data. In Robo-Pong, two sensor

varieties were particularly problematic in this regard: motor current sensing, which

determined if a robot’s movement was impeded (causing its motors to stall and hence

draw more current) and light sensing (for determining on which side of the playing table

the robot was located).

The trouble with motor current sensing was that the numerical value indicating a

stalled motor would change as a function of the voltage of the motor’s battery. When the

battery voltage fell, as the battery gradually discharged with use, the current sensor

would return higher values—and students’ programs would interpret the higher values

as an indication of a stalled motor, even though it was not.

Several teams of students failed to adequately deal with this problem and created

robots that acted as if they were stuck when, in fact, they were just driving uphill. This
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occurred because uphill driving would necessarily cause additional load on the motors,

which the robots’ programs would interpret as the case where the robot was indeed

stuck. In the main contest performance, one robot in particular suffered an amusing yet

incapacitating failure mode of this type. It would repeatedly drive forward, stop, and

back up as its program interpreted the motor current sensors as indicating that the robot

was stuck. The robot seemed to be battling an invisible enemy as it tried again and again

to collect the balls in its trough, each time backing up after advancing a few steps.

Students in Robo-Cup were warned of this problem and some concluded that the mo-

tor current sensing was simply too unreliable to be a part of their design. As one student

explained:

I wrote servo-like routines to monitor the clamp’s position, and attach or release

it as required. The original plan was to use the motor force sensing to determine if

the motor was stalled, and control its motion like that. The force sensing, it turns

out, is very unreliable, so we chose to install a potentiometer [a rotational posi-

tion sensor] on the axle instead, and use that to keep track of position.

This student has performed an analysis that this sensor was too erratic to be

trusted, but most did not discover the sensor’s failure mode. Students simply did not

anticipate the sensor’s fundamental unreliability.

The light sensors used in Robo-Pong, which were used by students to detect on which

side of the playing field the robot was located, were problematic in that they relied on

room lighting to illuminate the table playing surface. Hence the values registered by sen-

sors—of the amount light reflecting off of the playing surface—were dependent upon the

amount of ambient light in the room.
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We as organizers were aware of this situation when we designed the contest and

chose sensors for the robot-building kits, but we underestimated the impact on students’

robots that resulted from changing the light levels for the contest performance.

Anticipating that the lighting conditions would be different on the eve of the contest

than they were in the development laboratory (since we intended to use camera lights),

we had informed students that they should either shield their sensors from ambient light

and provide a local source of illumination (e.g., a light emitting diode or flashlight bulb),

or write calibration software that would take into account the level of ambient lighting.

However, we failed to provide a readily accessible way for students to try different

lighting conditions during robot development, and the camera lights we used were par-

ticularly harsh, causing wide fluctuations in light levels even from one side of the table to

the other. It was an unfortunate situation as a number of otherwise competent robots be-

came unreliable in the face of the extreme lighting conditions.

Even after making changes to ameliorate the problem in the subsequent contest year,

students continued to have similar difficulties dealing with the sensor calibration issue.3

Its implications were underestimated and the concept seemed unfamiliar to them.

2.3. Models of Control

The overall strategies that students used to control their robots lay in a spectrum be-

tween two categories, which I shall call reactive strategies and algorithmic strategies. In

addition, each of these strategies is built from two lower-level methods, negative feedback

and open-loop approaches. Analysis of the various approaches that students take to-

ward implementing an overall strategy to control their robots reveals interesting biases,

as was the case in analyzing students’ approaches to understanding and deploying sen-
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sors.

These descriptions that categorize the students’ robots were created in an analysis

after the fact of the students’ work on them; students were not aware of these categories

during the course of their projects. I believe that students would recognize these distinc-

tions if asked, however.

2.3.1. The Higher Level: Reactive and Algorithmic Control

The issue of control manifests itself in at least two aspects of the Robot Design project:

in the development of the robot’s higher-level strategy from a conceptual standpoint,

and in the actual programming of that strategy into the machine through the process of

writing computer code. In the conceptual area, the algorithmic control method is by far

dominant over the reactive.

The algorithmic method is characterized by a program that dictates a series of ac-

tions to be taken. (This is in contrast to the reactive approach, discussed following, in

which a program chooses a path of action based on situated sensory input.) For

example, here is an algorithmic main program loop from a student’s solution to Robo-

Pong:4

main()

{

start_machine(); /*starts the machine up when*/

/*the light is on*/

rotate_down();

grab_balls(); /*go into our grab balls routine*/
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sleep(2.0); /*wait two seconds*/

other_side();

finish(); /*block other machine or */

/*knock more balls over?*/

}

 The code waits for the starting lamp to turn on (start_machine), then executes a

routine to turn the robot downward (rotate_down), executes a routine to sweep across

the ball trough (grab_balls), waits for two seconds, and then drives to the other

robot’s side of the table (other_side). This program solves the Robo-Pong contest by

executing a specific series of actions.

Here is another example of the same approach, albeit slightly more complex, also for

solving Robo-Pong. The names that the student has given to the subroutines of his

program are fairly self-explanatory as to what action each subroutine performs:

game()

{

start();

Turn_to_Uphill();

Go_Up_and_Orient_Plateau();

DoorOpen();

WalkPlateau();

DoorClose();

JiggleLeft();
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DoorOpen();

FollowRightWall();

DoorClose();

JiggleLeft();

DoorOpen();

FollowRightWall();

DoorClose();

JiggleLeft();

FollowRightWall();

AllOff();

}

Code written using the same algorithmic method can be found for Robo-Cup robots.

Here is an example of such a main routine:

starting_routine()

{

/* drive forward full speed */

drive(7);

/* wait until sense edge */

while(abs(ana(reflectance0)-white0)<40) {}

/* drive a little further */
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sleep(distance(2.0));

alloff();

/* turn a little */

pivot_on(7);

msleep(80L);

pivot_off();

/* drive until front bumper triggers */

while(!(digital(front_bumper)))

drive(7);msleep(20L);

drive(0);

collect_balls(3);

goto_goal();

goto_button();

collect_balls(3);

goto_goal();

goto_button();

catch_ball();

goto_goal();

goto_button();
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return;

}

As illustrated, the algorithmic control methodology consists of a list of instructions

to be followed in order to accomplish the intended task. Each instruction may consist of

a set of sub-actions, but the overall principle is to decompose the task into a sequence of

activities to be followed, much like one might construct an algorithm to sort items in an

array or compute a statistical quantity.

The trouble with the algorithmic approach is that there is no recovery path if things

do not proceed according to the plan. Not only is there no way to recover from unex-

pected circumstances, but there simply is no provision for detecting that something out

of the ordinary has occurred. These solutions have a problem that is reminiscent of

comical factory scenes in which the machinery continues to plug away at an assembly

process that has gone completely awry.

Students often deceive themselves as to the reliability of their algorithmic solutions.

Suppose each component of an algorithmic solution has a 90% likelihood of working

properly on any given occasion. One might think that the overall solution would have a

similarly high probability, but this is not the case, since the probabilities multiply to-

gether with the overall result decreasing in likelihood with each step. If the algorithm has

six independent steps, then the overall probability of proper functioning is only 53% (0.9

raised to the sixth power is approximately 0.53)—not nearly as good as the 90% chance

that each individual step has of working properly. During testing, an algorithmic solu-

tion might require a gentle prod or correction here and there, and students don’t realize
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that their machine actually needs this sort of help a significant portion of the time.

The reactive methodology, on the other hand, is characterized by actions that are

triggered through constant re-evaluations of external conditions (i.e., sensor readings) or

internal conditions (program execution status). While the algorithmic method does make

use of external stimuli, the reactive method is more driven by this data, rather than by

using it as part of a predetermined activity sequence.

There were no purely reactive robots in any of the contests; instead, some students

combined elements of a reactive strategy into an overall algorithmic framework. An ex-

ample is the robot Crazy Train, which was the champion of the Robo-Pong contest. The

robot was a collector-style machine that scooped balls into its body.

Crazy Train worked as follows. As the round began, it took a reading from its incli-

nation sensors to determine its initial bearing. It if determined that it was pointed to-

ward the top of the hill, it would drive forward until it crossed the center plateau; in the

process, it was likely to knock a center ball onto the opponent’s territory (thus gaining

an early advantage—insurance in case something went wrong later in the round). If it

was not aimed uphill, or, after having executed the initial upward movement, it would

drive to its own ball trough and collect balls into its body. After making one sweep of

the trough, it would drive onto its opponent’s side of the table, delivering the balls it

was carrying onto the opponent’s side. In addition, when ten seconds remained in the

round, Crazy Train checked to see which side of the table it was presently on. If for some

reason it was still on its own side of the table, it would execute a “panic” routine which

would attempt to drive onto the opponent’s side before the round ended.

There are two aspects of Crazy Train’s program that characterize the reactive
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method. Firstly, Crazy Train had an unusual response to sensing its orientation at the

start of each round. Depending on the orientation, the robot choose whether to immedi-

ately knock a ball over the top—a potentially risky maneuver since the robot might get

“lost” or entangled with the opponent—or the safer maneuver of traveling to its trough

to collect balls. It chose to go for the early lead by knocking over a center ball only if it is

was efficient maneuver: the case when the robot was already aimed toward the center

plateau. In this fashion Crazy Train reacted to an external condition and choose an ap-

propriate response.

The other reactive feature of Crazy Train’s program is its panic behavior when the

contest round was about to end. Here the main program, albeit an algorithmic one, is in-

terrupted by another behavior which is triggered by a change in internal condition—a

timer keeping track of remaining contest time. If necessary, the panic behavior attempts

to drive onto the opponent’s side (if the sensor registers that the robot is already on the

opponent’s side, which should be the case if the algorithmic task has been completed

successfully, then no additional action is needed). The students who created Crazy Train

implemented the panic behavior by exploiting Interactive C’s multitasking capability.

Their program had both the algorithmic behavior and the panic behavior as independent

program tasks; at the appropriate time, the algorithmic task was terminated and the

panic task was initiated (a third program task was used to coordinate this activity).

Crazy Train is perhaps the most dramatic example showing the usefulness of reactive

program strategy, and, not too surprisingly, it was an overall contest winner. Its success

can be attributed to a combination of its reliable and effective ball-gathering algorithmic

strategy bolstered by useful reactive behaviors: there were a few game rounds in which

the algorithmic strategy failed but the reactive behaviors delivered a winning perfor-
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mance. It also is representative of the extent to which reactive behaviors were used at

all; that is, where reactive methods were used, they were simplistic, though sometimes

effective, responses to a limited number of potential situations.

2.3.2. The Lower Level: Negative Feedback and Open-Loop Methods

The issue of reactive versus algorithmic control, as it applies to the macro level of overall

robot strategy, has an analog at the micro level (the mechanism by which the strategy is

actually carried out). The micro level consists of the low-level methods for driving the

robot’s motors to accomplish an intended action.

For example, the macro tasks of collecting and delivering balls in both Robo-Pong and

Robo-Cup can be decomposed into micro- or sub-tasks such as climbing uphill or down-

hill, driving along the retaining wall of the playing field, or driving along a light-dark

boundary painted on the playing field floor. The contests were specifically designed to

be decomposable into subtasks like these—ones that are feasible to be solved with the

technology provided in the robot kit.

I distinguish two low-level control methods that were implemented in the robots:

negative feedback and open-loop control. Most robots used a mixture of these two methods

rather than one or the other exclusively.

 In the negative feedback method, a robot responds to a situation with a small cor-

rective action, which is intended to reduce the difference between the current state and a

goal state. This small maneuver is repeated; through repetitive application, the robot

achieves the overall action desired by its designer. For example, a robot might follow

along the edge of a wall with the use of a sensor that meaures the distance to the wall,

repeatedly turning to move toward the wall if it senses that it’s too far away, or turning
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to move away from the wall if it’s too close.

In the open-loop method, the robot responds to a situation with a single action

which the designers presume will bring it to a new state with respect to its surroundings.

A typical action would be a predetermined, timed motor movement, usually lasting one

or more seconds. For example, the robot might turn its motors on for a period of two

seconds (this value would be experimentally determined) in order to pivot ninety de-

grees and thereby negotiate out of a corner.

Few of the robots’ activities can be considered open loop in the formal sense because

the open loop-like maneuvers are part of a larger robot strategy that generally involves

sensor input and hence is not truly open loop. However, if a robot takes an action that

does not accomplish the desired result, and the control algorithm cannot recover grace-

fully from this circumstance (nor make any effort to detect it), the action is likely to be

representative of open-loop thinking.

An example will help make these ideas more clear. Groucho, a Robo-Pong robot

(pictured in Figure!1), employed the following strategy. It would drive into its trough at

the beginning of the round and then execute a series of motions that would make it drive

in a rectangular pattern, scooping balls from its trough and depositing them onto the

opponent’s territory. Groucho used an overall algorithmic strategy, repetitively perform-

ing the sequence of these steps, as illustrated in Figure!2.

In implementing this strategy, however, the students who built Groucho used mixed

techniques of feedback loops and open-loop control. At points 2 and 7, when negotiat-

ing corners, they used feedback from the playing field walls to do so: it would hit the

wall, back up, make a small rotation, drive forward, hit the wall, and try again.

Typically the robot would strike the wall three to five times until it rotated sufficiently.
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Insert FIGURE 1

At points 3 and 5, however, the robot executed timed movements to accomplish the

rotations. The designers had experimentally determined how much of a rotational

movement, measured in fractions of a second, would be required to perform the desired

turn, and then hard-coded these timing constants into their program structure.

The question arises as to why the designers of this particular robot chose to imple-

ment a feedback-controlled turn during some points of their robot’s path and open-loop-

controlled turns at others. There is a clue to the explanation contained in the source code

written for the robot. As mentioned, in the trough area, the students used feedback from

touch contact to negotiate turns, but in the plateau area, they used timed turns rather

than feedback from the center dividing line. It turns out, however, that the students at-

tempted to base the plateau turns on feedback from the dividing line, but at some point

commented out the code to do this, replacing it with a simple timed turn. Here is the rel-

evant code excerpt from their program. The line bracketed with “/*” and “*/” is the one

that the students commented out; the subsequent line, left(100,1.);, implements the

timed turn that replaced it.

printf("Crossed the border.\n");

beep();beep();

time=seconds()+1.1;
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/* while ((left_reflectance!=side)&&(seconds()<time))

{bk(0);bk(1);fd(2);fd(3);} */

left(100,1.);

ao();

printf("On the Line...\n");

Insert FIGURE 2

It can be presumed that some kind of difficulty or unreliability was encountered

when using the reflectance sensor to determine when the robot had turned enough, so

that the students substituted the open-loop turn movement instead. This robot’s me-

chanics were sufficiently well-designed and reliable that the robot’s performance through

the turn remained consistent through the contest performance, but this is not typically

the case.

The example of Groucho brings out a tension between the negative feedback tech-

nique, which ultimately can be more reliable, and the open loop technique, which is often

quicker to implement and can result in faster performances, but is more subject to fail-

ures. Often students consider the open-loop methods more reliable since they are simpler

to implement and seem to work adequately, but many students were unaware of prob-

lems that would result from hard-coding timing constants into their movement programs.

In the following two excerpts, students comment explicitly on this matter:

We decided to simplify our strategy, making our robot more reliable and easier to

build. We now plan to have our robot aimed at the dispenser at the outset of the
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contest. The robot will then move forward until it senses that it has crossed the

white/green boundary, using an infrared reflectance sensor. The robot will then

turn and press the button repeatedly, catching and shooting each ball into the

net. This strategy involves much open loop control, but greatly simplifies our control

system, making the robot more reliable. (Emphasis added.)

I discussed with my teammates that if we’re going to be a fast machine, then

we’ll have to implement a lot of open-loop [controls] interleaved with closed-

loop feedback. Otherwise if we used mostly closed-loop [methods] to “feel” our

way around the playing field, we’d be as slow as our opponents.

These students were conscious of the trade-offs involved, but others were not. Many

students used open-loop movements based on timed actions; robots built from these

constructs faced problems from a number of sources. Most important was the level of

charge in the battery powering the motors. Since the durations of the open-loop move-

ments were experimentally determined, they were highly dependent upon battery per-

formance.

Insert FIGURE 3

Robots were powered with lead acid rechargeable batteries, which have a character-

istic discharge curve as shown in Figure!3. As the battery is used, its voltage (which de-

termines the amount of power delivered to the motors) gradually decreases. Often this

deterioration was not immediately noticeable, so students were not necessarily aware of

the situation as they were developing their programs. Finally the battery would reach a
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point, the end of its usable life, when the voltage would drop off rapidly and the battery

would be obviously “dead.” However, during the usable period there would be a

significant difference between the initial voltage and final voltage levels. (Some other

types of batteries, such as nickel cadmium, have discharge curves in which the voltage

level remains nearly constant for the bulk of the batteries’ usage, until the level drops off

sharply, rendering the battery suddenly useless. Use of these batteries would have made

the discharge effect less pronounced.)

Most students only realized that the algorithms they had created to solve the contest

were dependent upon battery level when they would swap a partially discharged bat-

tery for a fully charged one, and discover that their program no longer worked correctly.

As mentioned earlier, this realization did not occur until quite late in the robot’s devel-

opment—when there were only a few days or even hours left before the contest—and

hence it was too late for them to make a substantive change in the robot’s strategy (that

is, substituting feedback-based movements for open loop ones). Students would deal

with the situation by doing final program development—i.e., tweaking of timing con-

stants—with batteries as fully charged as possible.

The degree to which this problem would manifest itself in the students’ designs was

largely a function of the gear ratio (that is, ratio between motor rotational speed and

final drive wheel rotational speed) used in the robots’ mechanics. If the gear ratio was

such that the motor was driven in a “comfortable” portion of its power range, a slight

change in battery level would not have a drastic effect on the performance of the motor.

On the other hand, if the gear ratio caused a high amount of drag on the motor, slight

changes in battery level would have a large effect on motor performance.

We as organizers only recognized this situation in retrospect, and hence were as con-
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fused as the students as to why some robots seemed to have little difficulty in perform-

ing reliably (at least in this regard) while others were quite troublesome. We were more

savvy of these control issues when running Robo-Cup than Robo-Pong. In an attempt to

encourage students to use feedback-based control rather than open-loop control, I wrote

an additional chapter of the course notes for the Robo-Cup students that explained the

differences and trade-offs between open-loop and feedback-based control. I also dis-

cussed the need for calibration of sensor values to local conditions.

A number of students became fixated on using feedback control in surprising ways,

however, spending a considerable portion of development time creating a feedback con-

troller to make their robot able to drive in a straight line. Here is how one student ex-

plains his system:

The robot is now able to drive in a straight line thanks to its optical shaft en-

coders. The software continually samples both left and right sensors and adjusts

the exact power level to the motors to compensate for any fluctuations in the

motion of the robot. The algorithm itself is a combination of differential analysis

and Newton’s method, along with an “adjustable window” of correction. Simply

stated, analyzing differentials gives a reasonable algorithm for adjusting the

power levels of the motors, and the adjustable window minimizes excessive

wobbling. This algorithm gives us as much accuracy as the resolution of the shaft

encoders permits, while keeping wobbling reasonably low.

The ability to drive perfectly straight, however, often does little to help a robot in its

overall ability to solve the contest task. While the activity of driving straight is based on

negative feedback control, a strategy that employed this ability in a central way should
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be considered open-loop at the next higher level, as the robot would be performing a

task with little feedback from the crucial environmental features! So these students’ be-

lief that they were using the preferable feedback control was misguided.

Taken as a whole, the collection of biases revealed in students’ thinking suggests im-

portant misconceptions and misunderstandings about what are effective ways to build

reliable real-world systems.

3. Analysis and Conclusions

The examples in this paper illustrate that students who participate in the Robot Design

course have a variety of preconceptions about systems and control. These ideas are

formed by experiences in the traditional academic curriculum, and warrant examination

specifically because they are not particularly effective when applied to the Robot Design

task.

In the section entitled Robotic Control, we saw how many students have trouble seeing

the contest task from a robot-centric perspective, and instead imagine the task from

their own omniscient perspective. This naiveté was tempered when they tried to put

their ideas into being and realized that the robot’s point of view was very different from

their own.

With few exceptions, all of the robots created for Robo-Pong and Robo-Cup used fun-

damentally algorithmic solutions. This fact is not surprising; there are at least two fac-

tors which would strongly encourage the formulation of algorithmic solutions. One of

these is the nature of the contests themselves, which require a series of activities to take

place in a short period of time. A robot that wandered about as it waited to be guided

into action by sensory stimuli would not be efficient; the typical winning robot employs
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a fast, reliable, and effective algorithmic strategy. If they’re not interfered with, these

robots successfully perform their task on nearly every run.

The other factor encouraging algorithmic solutions is the Interactive C programming

language, which is fundamentally procedural. While it is a general-purpose programming

language, and can in principle support the construction of a variety of control method-

ologies, as a procedural language it encourages students to create procedural control

structures. Other language approaches, such as rule-based languages, or control architec-

tures like Brooks’ subsumption language (Brooks, 1986) would facilitate reactive control

strategies.

One feature of Interactive C, however, did encourage reactive control: the multi-

tasking capability. Indeed, this feature was used by students to implement reactive con-

trols, as was discussed in the Crazy Train robot design. This evidence points to the effect

that the programming language has on students control ideas; extensions or revisions of

the programming language could encourage students to think differently about control.

While it is then not unexpected that students create largely algorithmic robots, what

remains surprising is how poorly these systems perform with respect to the students’

own expectations. Nearly all of the students who participate in the class are genuinely

surprised by the difficulty of getting their robot to work reliably. They blame

performance problems on failures of particular components of their systems, rather than

re-evaluating their overall approach to control.

The students’ control ideas come from those presented in their university courses. At

MIT, examples are found in the introductory Computer Science course, Structure and

Interpretation of Computer Programs (course number 6.001), and the Software Engineering

Laboratory course (course number 6.170). Among the central ideas developed in 6.001 is
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the concept of abstraction: that by encapsulating messy implementation detail into con-

ceptual “black boxes,” complex systems can be built from components with relatively

clear functionality. Abstraction is a way of managing complexity—a way to keep minu-

tia in check, and to create large systems with clearly understood parts. As stated in the

text of the course (Abelson & Sussman, 1985):

In our study of program design, we have seen that expert programmers control

the complexity of their designs by using the same general techniques used by de-

signers of all complex systems. They combine primitive elements to form com-

pound objects, they abstract compound objects to form higher-level building

blocks, and they preserve modularity by adopting appropriate large-scale views

of system structure. 5

The Software Engineering course expands and fleshes out this principle, teaching

programming techniques like procedural and data abstraction through extended pro-

gramming projects. The course makes a point of teaching how to write programs in a

modular fashion, test code modules independently, and then integrate them into a com-

plete system. Typical final projects are the design and implementation of a text editor or

a computerized Othello game.

While these projects are ideal for the goals of the course—teaching abstraction and

modularity in the architecture of large computer programs—they promulgate the mindset

that large systems are made from parts that are completely understandable and for-

mally specifiable. In both of these examples, as in many others, the computer program

consists of precisely formalizable data structures and algorithms to operate upon this

known data to generate known results. Indeed, a large portion of the Software
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Engineering course is dedicated to methodology of testing with the intent of proving that

a given program module will yield correct results when presented with data that

satisfies particular conditions.

Much of the engineering curriculum is based on modern system theory: mathematical

methods for understanding algorithms and systems that take particular inputs and yield

particular outputs. Dynamical systems analysis, in which system state is represented by

a state vector, and signal-processing theory based on transfer functions are leading ex-

amples. These domains of theory deal with systems that are perfectly represented in the

mathematical models that students learn to manipulate.

Of course the value of such engineering knowledge is precisely that it allows us to

construct systems that are indeed controlled to extreme degrees of precision. The great

engineering successes are based on our ability to understand, model, analyze, and pre-

cisely control the world around us. But not all large systems are controllable by these

means. As discussed by Ferguson, recent work on chaotic systems has challenged the as-

sumptions of those working on automated traffic control systems:

For engineers, a central discovery in the formal study of chaos is that a tiny

change in the initial conditions of a dynamic system can result in a major unex-

pected departure from the calculated final conditions. It was long believed that a

highly complex system, such as all automobile traffic in the United States, is in

principle fully predictable and thus controllable. “Chaos” has proved this belief

wrong. The idea that roads will be safe only when all cars are guided automati-

cally by a control system is a typical but dangerous conceit of engineers who be-

lieve that full control of the physical world is possible.6
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Students often believe that sensors and the control problem in general are simple

enough to be solved in a closed-form manner. Some have attempted to build environ-

ments for simulating the performance their robot as if it were a character in a videogame

system. This raises the issue of the role of simulation in understanding and representing

complex systems. For some domains (e.g., VLSI design) simulation is a powerful and ac-

curate technique for developing and testing complex systems. For others (e.g., structural

engineering), difficult issues of determining the applicability of a simulated model to the

actual artifact affect the reliability of the simulation in profound ways. An additional

complicating factor is that many simulation packages are developed by theoretical

rather than practicing engineers, raising the question that the practicing engineer must

trust the output of the simulation without necessarily knowing the founding assumptions

upon which it is based. As Henry Petroski quotes a Canadian structural engineer on this

point:

Because structural analysis and detailing programs are complex, the profession

as a whole will use programs written by a few. These few will come from the

ranks of the structural “analysts”… and not from the structural “designers.”

Generally speaking, it is difficult to envision a mechanism for ensuring that the

products of such a person will display the experience and intuition of a compe-

tent designer.7

The reliance on simulation as an engineering technique is a consequence of the as-

sumption that complete control of the physical world can be attained. While simulations

can reveal problems before they develop into serious engineering failures, over-reliance

on the trustworthiness of simulations can lead to disasters. Contemporary examples of
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failures due to inadequacies in simulation abound; here are two striking ones from Peter

Neumann’s column in the Communications of the Association for Computing Machinery pe-

riodical (Neumann, 1993):

On April 1, 1991, a Titan 4 upgraded rocket booster (SRB) blew up on the test-

stand at Edwards Air Force Base. The program director noted that extensive 3-D

computer simulations of the motor’s firing dynamics did not reveal subtle factors

that apparently contributed to failure. He added that full-scale testing was es-

sential precisely because computer analyses cannot accurately predict all nu-

ances of the rocket motor dynamics. (See Aviation Week, May 27, 1991 and Henry

Spencer in SEN 16, 4, Oct. 1991.)

The collapse of the Hartford Civic Center Coliseum 2.4-acre roof under heavy ice

and snow on January 18, 1978 apparently resulted from the wrong model being

selected for beam connection in the simulation program. After the collapse, the

program was rerun with the correct model—and the results were precisely what

occurred. (Noted by Richard S. D’Ippolito in SEN 11, 5, Oct. 1986.)

If engineering students gain early hands-on experience with the complexity of electri-

cal, mechanical, structural, and software systems, they will have more respect for the

sorts of pitfalls that can be expected later when working on real projects, as in the case

of the Civic Center cited above. With project experience like that acquired in the Robot

Design course, students have the chance to learn the limitations of traditional control

and analysis, and gain the experience that is needed to be an engineer with a mindset

that is grounded in reality.
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The ideas presented in this paper do not necessarily represent the views of these funding

agencies.
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FIGURE 1. Photograph of Groucho.
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1.  Robot drives along trough, scooping balls into its grasp.

2.  Robot negotiates corner and turns uphill.

3.  Robot stops at dividing edge, allowing balls to fall onto opponent's side.

4.  Robot drives along edge to opposite side of the table.

5.  Robot hits opposite side; turns to drive downhill.

6.  Robot drives downhill.

7.  Robot hits bottom wall and negotiates corner; continues pattern in step 1.

FIGURE 2. Groucho’s strategy as played in Robo-Pong contest.
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FIGURE 3. Idealized lead-acid cell discharge curve.
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FIGURE 1. Photograph of Groucho.

1.  Robot drives along trough, scooping balls into its grasp.

2.  Robot negotiates corner and turns uphill.

3.  Robot stops at dividing edge, allowing balls to fall onto opponent's side.

4.  Robot drives along edge to opposite side of the table.

5.  Robot hits opposite side; turns to drive downhill.

6.  Robot drives downhill.

7.  Robot hits bottom wall and negotiates corner; continues pattern in step 1.

FIGURE 2. Groucho’s strategy as played in Robo-Pong contest.

FIGURE 3. Idealized lead-acid cell discharge curve.
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1 The LEGO Robot Design project was created by this author in collaboration with Pankaj Oberoi and

Randy Sargent, two fellow MIT students.

2 This and other student quotations are taken from students’ weekly written design reports.

3 This situation led us to propose to a number of changes in the next year, Robo-Cup. First, we provided a

light sensor that incorporated its own light transmitter, so that it would be substantially easier for students

to deploy light sensors that were well-shielded from ambient light. Second, we incorporated a diffuse lighting

fixture into the contest playing field itself, so that lighting conditions would not change drastically from

development to performance situations. Also, we modified the programming environment to make it easier for

students to construct sensor calibration routines: we made it possible for calibration settings to be

“remembered” throughout multiple performance runs.

4 In this example and the other code samples presented in this paper, the code comments are the students’

original work.

5 Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs, page 293.

6 Engineering and the Mind’s Eye, page 172.

7 To Engineer is Human, page 201.


